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Abstract—This paper proposes a method of human activity monitoring based on the regular use of sparse acceleration data and GPS positioning collected during smartphone daily utilization. The application addresses, in particular, the elderly population with regular activity patterns associated with daily routines. The approach is based on the clustering of acceleration and GPS data to characterize the user's pattern activity and localization for a given period. The current activity pattern is compared to the one obtained by the learned data patterns, generating alarms of abnormal activity and unusual location. The obtained results allow to consider that the usage of the proposed method in real environments can be beneficial for activity monitoring without using complex sensor networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

The use of wearable inertial sensors for human activity monitoring has gained popularity due to its versatility and energy saving aspects when compared with traditional approaches using external sensors [1]. In particular, several applications have been proposed for remote monitoring of vital signs and human activity classification [2]. On the other hand, the increasingly widespread use of smartphones opened the possibility of using a wide range of sensors embedded in the phone to develop human activity monitoring applications, without needing additional devices.

Although daily activities and behaviours vary dependently on external factors, there are some regular activity patterns associated with everyday practices. This is especially true in the elderly population, even more for those that have functional limitations and reduced mobility. These patterns can be analysed by individual tasks, or by a group of tasks. By aggregating and extracting attributes associated with specific tasks, it is possible to monitor patterns of daily activity and detect changes in these patterns that can be used to generate several types of alarms for the user himself, or to a caregiver. Usually, automatic human activity recognition uses a wide range of sensors, which can be placed in several parts of the body to infer specific human activities such as, walking, running or stair climbing [3]. However, this approach can be used in a laboratory controlled environment, but it cannot be used in real daily activities without disturbing the regular exercise. Alternatively, other types of sensors can be placed in different parts of the living house to recognize domestic activities like cooking, sleeping or watching TV [4]. Generally, we can say that the higher the number of sensors used, the more accurate are the classification results.

Smartphones have a set of embedded sensors available, such as accelerometers, gyroscopes, magnetometers, light sensors, cameras, microphones, GPS, and others. Since smartphones are widely available for a large group of the population, it is a very interesting device to be used as a support for monitoring applications of human activity. Nevertheless, it has also some limitations that are related to the type of use, the position, and orientation of the device, and battery autonomy. For example, the user can spend more or less time using the smartphone, and the smartphone can be placed on the pocket or at hand, or just on the table.

Human activity classification is usually based on supervised approaches, that compare current activity with training sets labeled with known activities. However, this labeling is hard to obtain and is usually performed in a controlled environment, which can be far from the real environment. Some automatic labeling methods have been proposed to avoid the manual methods [5]. On the other hand, unsupervised classification using clustering and deep learning methods were introduced to firstly identify patterns from data and then trying to label specific activities [6], [7]. A distinct approach is to find patterns without knowing the activity, and then use trained data to understand whether an activity is regular or not.

This paper proposes an approach for human activity monitoring based on the regular use of acceleration data and GPS positioning collected during smartphone daily utilization, focusing on the elderly population that usually has the same daily routines, in one or two distinct places. For instance, they are considered people that live alone at home, in a senior residence, or spend periods of the day in a caring center.

Using sparse collected data, i.e. with a small number of sensors, reduced sampling ratio and only supported by a free handle device, the monitoring aims to find regular patterns, without knowing the specific activities, and then generate alarms when an activity has a different pattern. This approach opens new research challenges, since it is not based on specific labeling, the available number of sensors is reduced, and is
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dependent on the normal use of the smartphone, increasing the uncertainty of the classification.

II. TRACKING HUMAN ACTIVITY

A. MOVIDA.DOMUS Platform

The MOVIDA.domus [8] is a human activity monitoring platform comprising four modules: Mobile App; Web Platform; Cloud services; web service-based Application Programming Interface (API) and Artificial Intelligence (AI) server. The mobile application gathers the acceleration data in its different axes and GPS data. Using a service-based API, the AI server, regularly collect the data of each user and perform data analysis and activity monitoring by finding the activity patterns to detect abnormal daily routines. Depending on the similarity between activity patterns, several types of alarms are generated, to be sent to the user and caregivers, namely, absent activity, abnormal activity, and unusual location.

B. Data Gathering

The sampling frequency of the acceleration and GPS data is 1Hz. However, for the GPS data, the value is only considered when the position is different from the previous one, in 1 meter. In order to save energy, the data is sent to the server through the service-based API, every 8 minutes.

Data acquisition for processing by the AI server is done using native MATLAB functions, webread & writewrite, to connect to the service-based API. The API responds with JSON, which MATLAB converts to struct type. The data is then parsed, and finally, the variables containing the GPS and acceleration data are saved into files.

III. PATTERN ACTIVITY RECOGNITION

Figure 1 shows the pipeline of the pattern activity recognition system. The activity patterns are defined using unsupervised clustering. The clustering for both acceleration and GPS values is done using k-means, where the initial values are chosen using k-means++ [9]. The number of clusters for acceleration is defined automatically using the Davies-Bouldin index (DBI) [9] or the Calinski & Harabasz (CH) criterion [9]. In the case of GPS, the final number of clusters is chosen based on a distance threshold.

A. Clustering of acceleration

To characterize the human activity in a given period, the clustering step occurs only when a sufficient number of points is gathered (e.g. 200,000 points). After the first clustering, a sliding window with 50% overlap is used to adapt the cluster learning (i.e. clustering is repeated after 100,000 new points). Using acceleration data, two clustering methods are used: 1) magnitude-based clustering that uses the values of the norm of acceleration and 2) feature-based clustering, that uses several features taken from acceleration axes combined with Principal Component Analysis (PCA) before clustering. Finally, the test values are compared with the obtained regular activity patterns using 3600 points, finding if the test activity data matches or not with the learned data pattern.

1) Method 1 - Magnitude-based clustering: This method uses the raw 3-axis acceleration values \((x, y, z)\). The magnitude of acceleration \((a = \sqrt{x^2 + y^2 + z^2})\) is calculated, subtracted by 9.8 and then, passed through a simple moving average (SMA) filter, in order to smooth the data. The filter’s output data is then used in the clustering. The method is described in Algorithm 1.

\[ a_i \leftarrow \sqrt{x_i^2 + y_i^2 + z_i^2} - 9.8 \]

\[ \text{SMA}_i \leftarrow \frac{1}{3} \sum_{j=0}^{n} a(i-j) \]

Apply k-means to SMA with k-means++ initialization and with 2 to 10 clusters, then choose the best using DBI.

```
Algorithm 1 Method 1-Magnitude-based clustering

Require: \((x_i, y_i, z_i)_{i=1,...,200,000}\) raw acceleration values.
Ensure: \(\{c_i\}_{i=1,...,K}\) centroids

for i = 1 to 200,000 do
  \(a_i \leftarrow \sqrt{x_i^2 + y_i^2 + z_i^2} - 9.8\)
end for

for i = 3 to 199,997 do
  \(\text{SMA}_i \leftarrow \frac{1}{3} \sum_{j=0}^{n} a(i-j)\)
end for

Apply k-means to SMA with k-means++ initialization and with 2 to 10 clusters, then choose the best using DBI.
```

Figure 2 presents an example of clustering results from training data, where a statistical difference between the clusters can be observed.

2) Method 2 - Feature-based clustering: The feature-based clustering method is described in Algorithm 2. The
magnitude of acceleration and individual components are used, and then, an SMA filter is applied to the four signals. After that, several features are extracted using a 12 second window. The extracted features for each acceleration axis and corresponding magnitude are presented in Table I. After feature extraction, 58 features in total are obtained. Principal component analysis (PCA) is applied to reduce the dimensionality to two. The data is then clustered.

### Table I Features extracted

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Feature dimension (per signal)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Statistical</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Deviation</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interquartile Range</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kurtosis</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skewness</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Time Domain</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Root Mean Square</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zero Crossing Rate</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autocorrelation</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pairwise Correlation</td>
<td>3 (6 in total)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median Absolute Deviation</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frequency Domain</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median Frequency</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Frequency</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fundamental Frequency</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Energy</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Algorithm 2 Method 2-Feature-based clustering**

- **Require:** $(x_i, y_i, z_i)_{i=1,\ldots,n}$ raw acceleration values.
- **Ensure:** $(c_i)_{i=1,\ldots,K}$ centroids

```plaintext
for i ← 1 to 200,000 do
    a_i ← \sqrt{x_i^2 + y_i^2 + z_i^2} - 0.8
end for

for i ← 3 to 200,000 do
    SMA_{x_i} ← \frac{1}{3} \sum_{j=0}^{2} x(i-j), SMA_{y_i} ← \frac{1}{3} \sum_{j=0}^{2} y(i-j)
end for

A_k ← \sum_{i=1}^{K} \frac{1}{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} (x(i-j) - a_j)

B_k ← \sum_{i=1}^{K} \frac{1}{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} (y(i-j) - \text{median})
```

For every value, the algorithm gets the hour of the day at which it was gathered. After that PCA is performed. The algorithms make use of the clustering to perform a comparison between cluster data and newly gathered values. If the output of the comparator is higher than a given threshold experimentally obtained, an alarm is sent. The comparison is done every new 3600 points.

**IV. Alarm Generation Algorithms**

Clustering methods are used to infer if current activity is classified as normal or abnormal. There are three types of algorithms for abnormal activity detection. We aim to compare them and determine the one with the best results. The algorithms make use of the clustering to perform a comparison between cluster data and newly gathered values. If the output of the comparator is higher than a given threshold experimentally obtained, an alarm is sent. The comparison is done every new 3600 points.

#### A. Abnormal Activity Algorithms

1. **Algorithm 1 (Magnitude-based clustering):** This algorithm makes use of the magnitude-based clustering. The algorithm checks which new points belong to each centroid. For every centroid, the ratio of the new points that belong to it are subtracted with the corresponding ratio calculated for the points used in the clustering. The differences for each centroid are taken, and its absolute value added to a total. If the total is higher than one, an alarm is sent.

2. **Algorithm 2 (PCA):** This algorithm takes the last 200,000 magnitude values, together with their time stamp. For every value, the algorithm gets the hour of the day at which it was gathered. After that PCA is performed. The same is done to the 3600 new points. Then, the average of the distance between the new points to the two PCA components (considered as axis) is used in the comparison. If that value is bigger than 1.5, an alarm is sent.
3) Algorithm 3 (Feature-based clustering): This algorithm makes use of the feature-based clustering algorithm. It takes the new points and performs an equivalent testing clustering (the same number of clusters, the same clustering method, applied to the same features). Then, for each of the testing centroids, calculates the minimal distance to the centroids of the training clustering, doing its average. If that average divided by $1 \times 10^5$ is bigger than 3, an alarm is sent.

B. Abnormal Position Algorithm

This method intends to be used to generate a notification to the caregiver, whenever some user moves away from usual locations. The proposed algorithm uses clustering of outdoor GPS values to infer the usual locations. The method takes a newly gathered GPS position and checks if any of the clustering centroids are at an acceptable distance from it (200 meters). If not, an alarm is sent. Since indoor positioning is hard to obtain, the method only considers outdoor GPS values. For indoor localization, other context-aware approaches should be considered.

V. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

For comparison of the different methods, the data of a volunteer was used, specifically the acceleration values corresponding to two weeks of regular use of the smartphone. The records of the daily routines were performed by the volunteer to test which of the proposed algorithms had a higher sensitivity level. After the first 200,000 points required for the first clustering, the user performed different routines as a way to trigger a routine alarm.

A. Abnormal Activity Algorithms

Considering the volunteer data used to test the algorithms, 34 comparisons and alarm decisions were performed. An abnormal activity was identified by the volunteer during the time corresponding to the comparisons 9 and 10. In Figure 4, the algorithm outputs can be observed, and some visual similarity between the data can be observed.

1) Magnitude-based clustering: This algorithm generates 3 alarms, 2 at comparisons 9 and 10, as expected. Another alarm was generated during comparison 18 (Figure 4) which was unexpected, according to the volunteers feedback. This false positive requires further study, to see if it is related with the users smartphone use (ex: a long call).

2) PCA: In this case, only an alarm in position 10 was generated. Additionally, 2 false positives were identified through the users feedback. The values themselves show a lot of variation, considering their small amplitude.

3) Feature-based clustering: This is the method with better results, generating 2 and only 2 alarms at positions 9 and 10, as expected. The algorithm presents a reasonable range of values, resulting in accurate results compared with previous methods. However, further study is required, with different users scenarios and activities, for better validation.

B. Abnormal Position Algorithm

The GPS results were obtained using feedback from users. Generally, the GPS clustering algorithm converge to the usual locations. In hours where activities are well defined, the obtained GPS centroids converges to the regular positions reported by the user. As it would be expected, the number of clusters is increased when position variability is high for a given hour.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This work presents a human monitoring approach using collected acceleration and GPS data of a smartphone. Two clustering methods are compared, namely clustering using acceleration data and other using a set of features based on acceleration signals and its combination with PCA, to find regular patterns of activity. Abnormal activity alarms are generated when compared with current data. Also, regular outdoor positioning patterns are made based on GPS data. The presented results show the effectiveness of the methods to identify an abnormal activity based on trained data, to generate correspondent alarms. In future work, clustering will include time and localization features to improve the accuracy of recognition of the regular activity and consequently the alarm generation.
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